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present carried on by educational bodies other than tha' 
1ioard." Examinations are held in India and in several or th, 
colonies as well as at hPme. The report shows that Bombay 
sent up this year thirty-eight randi,lates in cotton manufacture 
and dyeing, against l'ighteen last year. Earnest efforts are being 
made to provide lechnical instruction for operatives engaged in 
cotton mills in or near Bombay, and, "i1h the further develop
ment of the cotton industry, 1he number of candidates from 
India \\ho present thems,·h·es for the in,titute's e,aminati"n is 
likely to increase. The work of 1he department al.so includes 
the direc1im1 "f instruction and the conduct of examina1ions in 
technology ancl r'nanual training. The instruction in manual 
training is intended exclusively for those who are preparing to 
become teachers in elementary or secondary schnok The 
difficulty of arranging for 1he special ins:ruction in the methods 
of teaching, of which artisan ,1tidents stand in neccl, has for 
some time engaged the s,·1iousa1tenrinn of the ins1itu1e, and,with 
a view of indicating the kind of lessons which it \\as thought 
desirable that County Councils might provide, a letter, enclosing 
a suggested scheme of instruction, \\a, addressed in November 
last to the 01ganising secretaries, and secretaries of local com
mittees having manual training classes under their charge. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIAL. 
Bulletilt of t/u American ,Vathemalic,z/ Society, October.

Prof. F. N. Cole gives an account of the proceedings at the 
seventh summer meeting of the Society, whia.h was held in June 
last at Columbia Cniversity, New York City. The occasion 
was one of the most successful in the Society's history, having 
been attended by upwards of fifty members. Abstracts are given 
of many of the papers reacl. These papers will subsequently 
appear ei1her in the Bulletin or in the '/i·amactions. In con
nection with this gathering, the final se,;ion was devoted to an 
organised discus;ion of the following question :----What course 
in mathematics ~hall be offered to the student who desires to 
devote one-half, one-third or ,me-fourth of his undergraduate 
time to preparalion for graduale work in mathcmalics? An 
abstract of papers read by l'1ofs. :'.lloorc, Harkness, Osgood, 
Morley and Young is given by Prof. W. IL Maltbie. The 
discussion suggests many points of interest. Prof. (;\li.,s) C. A. 
Scott furni,bes an interesting article on a memoir by Riccanlu 
de Paolis. This mathematici"n about twenty years since pub
lished a scr ies of memoirs drnling "it h the (2, I) transformation 
of the plane (cf. Alli d ,·. Affad. tlci Lined, vol. i. (1877) pp. 
511-544; vol. ii. ( 1878) pp. 31- 50; and pp. 851-878). An 
exhausti:ve treatment is gil'en, and '.\liss Scott ends thus: "the 
intrimic interest of de Paolis' work is surely excuse enough for 
de\'oling some little space t<J it" in the Bulletin. References 
are freely made to the writings of other geometers on cognate 
lines. The "Notes" are full of the" Courses in Mathernatics" 
for the winter semester at most, if not all. of the German 
Universities. Other detail, of interest to mathematicians fill up 
the r~mainiler of the number, together with a long list of recent 
publications. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES. 
LONDO:'<. 

Royal Society, June 21.-" Energy of Rontgen and Bec
querel Rays aud the Energy required to produce an Ion in 
Gases," by E. Rutherford, :\I.A., B.Sc., Macdonald Professor 
of Phvs'cs, and R. K. '.\lcClung, BA., Demonstrator in Phvsics, 
McGill University, :'.llontreal. Communicated by Prof. J. J. 
Thomson, F.R.S. 

The primary object of the investigations described in the paper 
was the determination of the energy required to produce a 
gaseous ion when X rays pass through a gas, and to deduce from 
the result the amount of energy radiated out into the gas by 
uranium, thorium and the other radio-active mbstances. 

J n order to determine this " ionic energy" it has been neces
sary to accurately measure the heating effect of X rays and the 
absorption of Riintgen radiation in passing through a gas. 

The method adopted to determine the ionic energy was briefly 
as follows: -

The maximum current between two electrodes produced by 
the ionisation of a known volume of the gas by the rays was 
determined. 
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In order to ionise the gas energy has to be absorbed, and the 
intensity of the radiati, n !alls off more rapidly than the law of 
inverse squares. Assuming that the energy of the radiation 
absorbed in the gas is expendecl in the production of ions, then, 
knowing the coefficient of absorption of the ra)S in the gas, the 
tmal current produced by 1he complete absorption of the \\hole 
radiation given out by the bulb into the gas can be deduced. 

Let i = maximum current produced by the total ionisation of 
the gas by the rays, 

n = total m1mber of ions produced per ~ec., 
• = charge on an ion. 

Then i = n,. 
Let II heating effect per sec. due to the rays when absorbed 

in a metal, 
E tntal energy of the rays in erg,, 

Then E = JH, where J = Joule's tquivalcnt. 
If V\. = average energy rcquirecl tu produce an ion, then 

11\V '-= E = JJI, 
W=Jll=Jll• 

1l 

The values of II and i are expe1imentally determined, and, 
assuming the value of•, namely. 6 5 X 10- 10 electro,;tatic units, 
determined by J. J. Thomson. the value of \V is found in absolute 
measure. 

Jlealing Effect of the A'aJ'S. 
An automatic focus tube was employed, excited by a large 

induction cuil with a special form ol Wdrnclt interrupter giving 
57 breaks per second. The bull, gave out intense rays or' a very 
pen el rating character. 

The heating effect was measured by determining the variation 
of resistance in a specially constructed platinum bolometer when 
the rays fell upon it. The heating cff~ct was standardised by 
observing the change of resistance caused by the pa,sage of a 
known. current through 1he bolometer. Special precautions 
were taken to screen oft all heating effects except that clue to the 
X-rays employed. 

About ·55 of the incident rays were absorbed in the platinum 
bolometer. The energy dissipated in exciting secondary radia
tion at the surface of the platinum \\as·neglected in comparison 
with the total energy al,so,bed. 

The rate of supply of heat to the bolometer Htrface (area 92·2 
square ems.) at a cistance of 26 ems. from the source of the rays 
was about 

0·00014 gramme-calorie per ~ec. 
The total energy of the rays given out from the front surface 

of the platinum antikathode (omitting absorption of rays in glas;; 
of bulb, air, and screens, &c.) was 

0·011 gramme-calorie per sec. 

Absorption of X-Rays in Gases. 

A null method was employed, as 1he absorption of the rays in 
air at atmospheric pressure was small. The rays passed through 
two long brass tubes with aluminium ends, and the current pro
duced by the rays, after passing through one tube, was balanced 
against the current due to the other. On exhausting one tube 
the electrometer balance was disturbed. From measurements 
of the deflection per second from the balance and the deflection 
pt,r second due to the rays after passing through one tube, the 
absorption can be calculated. The mean value of the coefficient 
of absorption of the rays in air at atmospheric pressure was found 
to be 

0·000279, 

or the rays would pass through 24 '7 metres before absorption 
reduced the intensity of the radiatiun to one-half. 

The absorption was found to be proportional to the pressure 
from a half atmosphere to three atmospheres. 

The coeflicient,of absorption in carbonic acid gas was found to 
be 1 ·59 times the absorption in air. 

Energy requi,ed lo produce an Ion. 
The current produced when a given volume of the gas was 

ionised by X rays was determined by means of an electrometcr. 
In order to get rid of the secondary radiations set up when X 
rays strike on a conductor, the rays passed between two charged 
parallel plates without striking them. A guard-ring method 
was employed to en5ure uniformity of the electric field. 

The value of the ionic energy was deduced from the deter. 
mination of the curr<:nt, heating effect and absorption of the 
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rays. The mean value of the ener~y requird to produce an i0n 
in air at, atmospheric pressure and temperature was found to be 

I ·90 x JO- :o erg•. 

This value is much greater than the energy required to pro
duce hydrogen and oxygen ions in the decomposition of water. 

The ionic energy of air was found to be approximately the 
same from pressures of one-half to three atmospheres. 

The method of determining the ionic energy for other gases 
is described, and the evidence that the " ionic energy" is the 
same for all gases is discussed. 

Emission of Energy from Radio-aciive Substances. 

The velocity of the ions produced by Riintgen and uranium 
radiation in air has been shown to be the same. The ions are 
thus probably the same, and it is a reasonable assumption that 
the same energy is required in both cases to produce them. On 
this assumption the energy radiated by the radio-active sub
stances can be determined. 

The radio-active material was spread over a known area and 
the maximum current produced between the parallel plates 
determined. The number of ions produced, and consequently 
the energy to produce them, can be calculated. 

For a thick layer of uranium oxide (3 ·6 grammes spread over 
a surface of 38 cm.) the energy radiated into the gas for I sq. 
cm.) of the surface is 

J0- 11 calories per second. 

This amount of energy would suffice to raise I c.c. of water 
1° C. in 3000 years, assuming no loss of heat by radiation. 
From observation, on the current due to a very thin layer of 
. uranium oxide it is shown that the energy radiated into the gas 
is not less than 0·032 caloric per year for every gramme of the 
substance. 

The energy radiated from thorium and radium is also considered, 
and the presence of the nys from radium deflected by a magnet 
is taken into account. 

In the case of radium, which is 100,000 times more radio
active than uranium, the emission of energy per gramme of the 
substance is not !cs, than 3000 calorics per year. 

Distance between the Charges of the f,)lls in a J,folemle. 

On the assumption that the energy absorhed in producing an 
ion is due to the work done in separating the ions againsL \he 
forces of their electrical attraction, it can be shown that the 
mean distance between the charges of the ions in the mole
cule is 

1 ·1 x 10-0 cm, 

This is only 1/30 of the probable diameter of the atom. This 
result is in accordance with the view recently advanced by J. J. 
Thomson, that ionisation is produced by tht: removal of a nega
tive ion from the molecnle, and that the negative ion is only a 
small fraction of the mass of an atom. · 

Jl.finimum Potential requin:i lo prvduce a Spark. 

If the prc,duction of ions is necessary before a spark can pass, 
it can readily Le deduced from the va lne of ionic energy that a 
spark cannot pass for a poiential difference less than 175 volts. 
Experiments have shown that the minimum value is O\'er 300 
volts The theoretical value is of the same order, hut from the 
complexity of the phenomena a very close agreement could not 
be expected. 

Efficiency of a Fluoresrmt Screen. 
Photometric comparisons were ma,\e of the light from a fluo

rescent screen, excited Ly the X-rays, with the standard 
Hefner-Alteneck amyl lamp. The energy of the visible 
radiation from the amyl lamp has been determined in abso
lute measure by Tumlirz ( Wied. Annal., vol. 38, p. 640), and 
the energy of the rays was measured by the method explained 
earlier in the paper. From these results the efficiency of the 
transformation of X-rays into visible light (compared with the 
amyl lamp) was found to be 

4 ·4 per cent. 

A method of determining the intensity of X-rays in absolute 
measure by photometric observations is explained. 
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Entomological Society, October 17.-Mr. G. II. Verrall, 
President, in the chair.-:\lr. A. I-1 . Tones exhibite<l a series of 
Pt1rarge 11,aera, a light form resem\,iing I'. 111eg,,era from the 
Basses Alpes and the Cevennes ; a dark form approaching P. 
hiera from Cortina ; and an intermediate form from the Italian 
Lake;;; also a variety or Lycama corp/on, fem><le, in which the 
under wing showed a clecide<l blue coloration, taken at Lago di 
Loppio near Riva. Dr. Chapman sug-gested that the union 
between the three named species of Pararge was very near, if the 
species were not indeed identical.-M r. A. J. Scollick exhibited 
a specimen of Cdhosia cyalle, a species inhabiting North-\Vest 
India, which .- had been taken this year on the wing near Norwich. 
It was suggested by :\Ir. Distant that this was a case of acciden
tal importation, probably in the pupal condition.-Mr. H. Row
land-Brown exhibited specimens of Erebia ,f;lacialis, taken this 
year on the Stelvio pass, showing tran;itional forms to the ,·ar. 
A/ecfo. He said that the typical form and · the variety were not 
found flying together, hut on upposite sides of the valley. Dr. 
Chapman observed that the darker specimens approached to the 
form of E. me/as found in the neighbourhood of Cortina-di-Am
pezzo. Specimens of E. glacia/1;- also exhibited from Saas Fee 
and Evolcna showed marked inferiority in size and J.:,rilliancy 
of colour.-;l,Ir. W. L. Distant exhibited a piece of l lawkesbury 
sand,tone from Australia, showing the borings of Termites, and 
in connection with the same communicate,l a note from the 
l'rocedin~s of the Linnean Society of New South Wales (Pt. iii. 
1899, p. 418:, as follows:-" :\Ir. D . G. Stead exhibited speci'
mens of J lawkeshury sand,tone ( 1) From the sea-shore bet ween 
tide marks showing the tunncllini.: of ~larine Isopods (Sphae
roma) with the living animals m si/11 ; and (2) from the hill-tops 
overlooking Port Jackson, offering examples of the borings 
which so often attract notice and the production of which has 
been attributed to Ilymenoptera, and also to the Termites . 
Since last meeting !\Ir. Stead reported that he ha<l investigated 
the m><ttcr and that, after breaking up a quantity of stone, he had 
come upon Termites, of a species at present undetermined, 
actually at work, specimens of which he exhibited. -Mr. ~!. 
Burr exhibited a male ><nd female specimen of Anisolabisco!"ssea, 
Dohrn., from New South \Valcs--the largest known earwig in 
the world. 

PARIS. 

Academy of Sciences, October 29. -;\I. Maurice Levy in 
the chair. -On a method of Rie·mann and on linear partial 
differential equations, hy !II. R. Liouville.-The application of 
the interference method to the measurement of wavc-lcni:ths in 
the solar spectrum, hy Mi\'I. A. Perot and Ch. Fabry. The 
n,ethod described permits of the direct comparison of the wave
length of a given dark line in the solar spectrum with a known 
cadmium ray, a single experiment requiring only the ·measure' 
ment of the diameters of two rings. -On the ammoniacal 
arsenatcs of nickel, Ly ;\1. 0. Ducru. l\ickel forms three 
ammoniacal arsenate, corresponding to those previously 
described for cobalt.-On the scleni<lcs of cobalt, by l\I. Fonzes
Diacon. Cobalt combines with selenium giving according to 
the conditions of the experiment CoSe2,Co,Se3 ,Co3Se0 , and 
CoSe. At a high temperature· all these sdenidcs are re,luced 
by hydrogen to Co2Sc, which, after prolonged contact with the 
gas, loses all its selenium.-~lodilication of the chemical 
properties of some simple bodies by the ad<lition of very small 
proportions of foreign substances, by l\f. Gustave LeBon. 
.:.Iagnesium and aluminium amalgams bcha,·c differently, from 
either of their constituents taken singly, towards water and air.
Cellulose, precipitated cellulose and hydrocdlulose, by J\I. Leo 
Vignon. The reducing properties, velocity of saccharification, 
and heats of combustion uf cellulose that had been submitted to 
different modes of treatment were determined. Solutions of 
strong alkali produced apparently a polymerisation, and similar 
effects were caused by dilute acids, hut none of these cellu
loses possesse,I any reducing properties, and thus were sharply 
differentiated from the oxycelluloscs.-On two ketones contain
ing the acetylene grouping, acetyl-cenanthylidenc and benzoyl
crnanthylidene. Transformation into .S -diketones by hydration. 
by :\-1 ~I. Ch. Moureu and R. Delange. Amylacetylene 
Clf3.(CH2) 4-C::CH is converted into its sodium derivative, 
and this, suspended in ether and treated with the acid 
chloride, gives the corresponding ketone. \\'ith strong 
sulphuric acid these ketones are hydrolysed, giving the 8- dike
tones C,H 11 .CO.CH2.CO.CH:1and C3H 11.CO.CH2.CO.C6H5.
Transformation of a -amido-acids into phcnylhydantoins, by 
:\I. "A. :\Iouncyrat. A description of the preparation and 
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properties of -y-phenylhydantoin, phenyl-methyl-hydantoin, 
phenyl-ethyl-hydantoin, phenyl-isobutyl-hydantoin, and phenyl
benzyl-hydantoin.-On the regeneration of a confined volume 
of air by means of sodium peroxide, by :\I. t;eorge F. 
Joubert.-On the gaseous exchanges between plants and the 
atmosphere, by M. Th. Schlcesing, junr. An extension of 
previous work on the same subject to plants growing in soils 
containing ammonia salts as the only available source of 
nitrogen, and free from the nitrifying organism.-A case of 
rapid transformation of wood into a substance resembling a 
combustible fossil, by M. G. Arth.-On the examination of 
contaminated waters for cystine, by M. :\!. ::\lolinie. The author 
has rcpc"ated the experiments of :\I. Causse on this subject, and 
finds that the reagent proposed as a test for cystine gives a per
manent orange coloration, not removable by sulphurous acid, 
even in distilled water. Further examination of the reaction 
showed that the tint is pro<lucecl only when the test solution has 
an acid reaction. The test would thus appear not to be a 
characteristic one for cyst ine. -On a new sporozoa from the 
larva, of Diptera, by M. Louis Leger.-Precocity and sexual 
periodicity in man, by ?IL Gustave Loisel. An attempt to 
explain the phenomenon of sexual periodicity by the periods in 
the evolution of spermatogenesis in man and the higher verte
brates. 

C\E\\' SOUTI! \VALES. 
Royal Society, August 8.---Thc l'resi,lent, Prof. Liversidge, 

F. R S., in the chair.~ The !'resident announced that the third 
science lecture of the Royal Society of Xew South Wales' 
series for 1900, viz. a Study of the Mechanics of the Human 
Frame-work, by l'rof. T. P. Anderson Stuart, would be given in 
the Royal Society's House on Au~ust 22. -The following papers 
were read: Notes on rack railways, hy C. 0. Burge.-On the 
damage done to the Seal Rocks lighthouse by lightning on 
July 10, hy C. W. Darley. The author said that the lighthouse 
tower was fitted with a solid copper lightning conductor extend
ing half round, and was attached at the top to the copper rcof 
of the lantern. The electricity evidently entered the vane on 
top of the lantern clome, the end being bent and fused, and 
thence passed down the lightning rod. A portion of the current 
was communicated to the electric hell wires on the middle floor. 
These wires led to the principal and assistant light-keepers' 
quarters, and were laid underground in a I-inch iron pipe tor a 
distance of 300 feet. The current had tried to make earth at 
three places, for the pipe was burst and the earth above blown 
away. 

DIARY OF SOCI~Ti~~-
r11uRsvA I', Norn,rnKR 8. 

~IATHEMATfCAL SocrF.TV, at 5 30 -Annual (;eneral Meeting.-On the 
Transmissioii of For,.;e through a S()lid: Lor<l Kdvin, (7.C V.O.-ln a 
Simple (;rot1p nf an Odd Composite Order every Sy"tcm of Conjugate 
Operators or Sub-groups inclu,lt!:o. more than Fifty : Ur. (.;. A . .\liller.
Primc Functions on a H..i~mann Surface! Prof. A. C. Dixon. (i) further 
Note on lsoscclian;; (ii) On Two In-triangles which are similar to the 
Pedal Triangle: R. Tucker.-(i) A General Congruence Theorem relating 
to the Bernoullian Function; (ii) 011 the Residut'_<; of Ber11oullia11 Functions 
for a Prime Jludulus, including a, Special Ca,es the Residues of the 
Eulerian)rtlumbers and the I-numbers: Or. Glaisher, F.R.S -On Green's 
Functi0ii for a CLrcular Disc: II. S. Carsbw.-On the Real Points of 
Inflexion of a Curve: A. H. lb.sset, F. t{,S,-On Quantitative Substi
tutional Analysis: A. Young.-On a Class of Plane Curves: J, H. Grace. 
-On Group Characteristics, and on some Properties of Groups of Gdrl 
Order: ProL Burnside, F.R.S -(i) Conformal Space Transformations; 
(ii) Dynamkal and other applications of Algebra of Bilinear Forms: 
T. J. 1. Br0mwich. 

INSTlTUTJON or· 11:1.&CTRICAI~ ENGINKERS, at 8.-lnaugural Address: 
Prof. J. Perry, F.R.S. 

FRIDAY, Non:,mrn 9. 
ROYAL A~TRONO:'IIICAI. Soc11•:Tv, at 8.-Obscrvations of Kebulre mar:le at 

the Chamberlin Observatory, University }'ark, Colnrado: Prof. H. A. 
Howe.-On the Appearance of Saturn's Crape Ring in 1900: E. M. 
Antoniadi.-Observations of Jupiter and his Satcllues made at ~fr. 
Crossley's Observatory, Hermers1dt'., Halifax, 1899-1900: J. Gledhill.
Photograohic :\leasures of the Ring: ~ebula in Lrra and of the Neigh
bouring Faint Stars: F. P. Leavenworth.-(1) Eph~meris for Physical 
Obser\'adons of the ::\loon for 1901; (2) Note on the :"\loon·s Eclipse Dia
meter: A. C. D. Crommelin.-The Occultation of Saturn, 1goo September 
3: Rev. S. J. ,ohnson.-Variable Stars in Star Clusters: A. \V. Bicker
ton.-On the )isappearancc from Photographic F'ilm_s of Star lmag~s, 
and their Recovery by a Chemical Process: Jsaac Rolerts. -Note on the 
Total Eclipse of the ~un, IQ(X) May :1-8, obset ve<l at Algiers: Rev. C. D. 
P. Davil!s.-l\.licrnmetric :Measures of the Diameter of Neptune and 
Satellite made with the 128-inch Refractor: Royal Observatory, (;reen
v,:ich - Probable Papers: Stationary Meteor Radiants: an Alternative 
Explanation: H. H. Tu:-ner.-Photographic Observations of the Planet 
Eros: a Close Approach to a Small Star : F. A. Bdlamy.~--O11 the Vari
able Velocity of o. Pasei: H. F. Kewa\1.-0n the System of ( Herculis 
a-; <lc<luc~d fr:Jm !\licrometric :\.-leasurcs and :\leridi<rn Observations: T. 
J.ewi!-.-Kinematc.,graph Photographs of the Total Solar Eclipse of 1900 

P.lay 28 : ); evil 11 a:--kclyne. 
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PHYSICAi. SocrETY, at 5 -Electromotive Force ancl Osmotic Pres!iure: Dr. 
R. A. Lehfdclr.-O11 Astigmatic Lenses: R. J. Sowter.-'{a) On a Phase
turning App:uatus for use with Electrostatic Voltmeters; (b) On a 
~lctho<l of i\-kasuring Power in Altt'.rnate-Currcnt Circuits: (c:) Nute on 
obtaining Alternating Currents an<l Voltagt:s in the same Phase for Fic
titious 1.oads: A. Campbcll.-On the Refraction of Sound by \Vind: 
Dr. Jl;. H. Barton. 

MAJ.ACOLOGICAL SocIETV, at B. -~IorpholoJi:ical and Descriptive Notes 
on the Genus Cry/Jtoj>lax: H. A. Pil:-,hry.-Notes on a Remarkable 
~udibranch from K. \V, America: Sir Charles Eliot.-On the Anatomy 
of some Agnathous. ~lolluscs from New Zealand: R. i\lurdoch.-Fate of 
the Type Specimen of Voluta Roadknigltfru, McCoy: W. Baldwin 
Spencer. 

MONDAY, NovE:"ltBRR 12. 

RnvA1. GF.:OGRAPHICA1. Sr.1crETY, at 8.30.-lntroductory Address: The 

;~;is~~;"~ilci-;x/;;~ii_oj)~~~}J~~~ ~~n'fthl.iland and between Lake Rudolf 

TUESDAY, NovEMBF.R 13. 
INSTtTUTION OF C1v11, E:-;c;rsRRRS, at S.-Thc :\le1ropolitan Terminus of 

the Great Central Railway: George A. Hohson and E. \Vragge, 
~{1~EliALOGICAL SocIRTY, at 8.--Anniversary .'.\lecting.-An Improved 

Form of Three-Cir.:le Goniometer: G. F. H. Smith.--A Simple Pioof of 
the Rationality of the Anharmonic Ratio of Four Faces of a Zone: 
Harold Hilton. -Sulpharsenites of Lead frc,m the Binncnthal. Part II. 
Rathitc: R. H. Solly. 

THURSDAY, Xov.:,mER 15, 
RoVAl. SocJJl!TY, at _..30,-The following Papers will probably be read: 

Further :Sote on the.Spectrum ofSilicium: Sir Norman Lockyer. F.R.S. 
-On Solar Change-. of Temperature an<l Variations in Rainfall in the 
Region Surrounding the Indian Ocean·: Sir Norman Lock)·er, F.R.S., 
and Dr. \V. J. S. Lockyer.-Argon and its Companions: Prof. W. 
Ramsay. F. R.S.-Data fvr the Problem of Evolution in Man. VI. A 
First Study of the Correlation of the Human Skull: Dr. Alice Lee and 
Prof. K. Pearson, F. R.S.-Mathematical Co111ributions to the Theory of 
Evolution. IX. On the Principle of Hornotyposis an<l its Relation to 
Hc.:re<lity, to the Variability of the Individual and to that of the Race. 
Part I. Homotyposi~ in the Vegetable Kingdom: Prof. K. Pearson, 
F. R.S.-On Retinal " Blaze'' Currents: Dr. \Valier, F. R.S. 

Ltr-.NF.AS SOCIETY, at 8.-·Contributions to the Comparative Anatomy or 
the Cyca<lace.P.: W. C. \Vorsdell.-On a New Parasitic Copepod: Miss 
Alice L. Embleton. 

CnRM"tCAL SocrF.TV. at 8.-The Bases contained in Scottish Shale Oil : 
t'. C. Garrett and Dr. J. A. Smythe. 

FKIDAY. NovirnHKR 16. 
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAi. '4:NGiNEF.RS, at 8.-Capacity of Railway 

\Vaggons as affocting Cost of Transport: D. Twinberrow. 
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